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Gradual Release Instructional Model
Make learning accessible for ALL students and prepare them
for the rigor of college and career.

Flexibility to Make it Your Own
Print and digital delivery meet students’
needs and fit your personal style.

Evidence-Based Writing and Research
Ground writing and learning in evidence from texts.

Assessments and
College and Career Readiness
Build knowledge, deepen understanding, and ensure student
success in and beyond the classroom.

Components

pearsonschool.com/pearsonliterature

“”
How do I teach for
College and Career
Readiness?
And how do I get
my students there?

THREE CRITICAL ELA
INSTRUCTIONAL SHIFTS
Students must be able to:

1. Build content knowledge by
reading a range of complex literary
and informational texts.
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3. Interact independently with
complex texts, analyzing and
internalizing the texts’ academic
language and vocabulary.
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2. Construct written and
oral responses to prompts,
citing text evidence.

PART 1

SETTING EXPECTATIONS
Introducing the Big Question
Close Reading Workshop
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Karen Wixson, Ph.D.

Dean, School of Education
University of Nor th Carolina,
Greensboro

is a transitional program
that grows with you and your
students and provides a clear
pathway to success. You will

Elfrieda “Freddy” Hiebert, Ph.D.

find the classic selections you

President and CEO, TextProject
Research Associate, University of California,
Santa Cruz

have always taught, as well as
new contemporary literature
and informational texts,
including multigenre Text Sets,

Kelly Gallagher

all in one place.

Award-Winning Author
and English Teacher,
Magnolia High School, Anaheim, CA

Ernest Morrell, Ph.D.

Professor of English Education
Teachers College, Columbia University
Director of the Institute for Urban
and Minority Education
President-Elect, NCTE

A POWERFUL INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL
Parts 1 and 2 help you prepare students to interact with
increasingly complex texts, through modeling, skills instruction,
and scaffolded support. Part 3 removes scaffolds so students are
provided with an authentic reading experience.

Donald J. Leu, Ph.D.

This gradual release model provides you tailored instruction for
preparing students to be college and career ready.

PART 2
TEXT ANALYSIS
GUIDED EXPLORATION
Genre Focus
Skills Workshops

PART 3
TEXT SET
DEVELOPING INSIGHT
Anchor Text
Multiple-Genre
Related Readings

PART 4
DEMONSTRATING
INDEPENDENCE
Independent Reading
Online Text Sets

Our experts and
contributing authors

Core Instruction

John and Maria Neag Endowed
Chair in Literacy and Technology,
University of Connecticut

Diane Fettrow

Former secondary Language Ar ts
Curriculum Supervisor and state
representative to PARCC RapidResponse Feedback Group

William G. Brozo, Ph.D.
Professor of Literacy,
George Mason University
Graduate School of Education

Grant Wiggins, Ed.D.
Author and Consultant
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Built for Rigor
Pearson Literature is a responsible and accountable English Language Arts
curriculum that helps you meet the standards and prepare students for
the challenges ahead of them. Our powerful Instructional Model helps you
systematically prepare students for college and professional texts.

A GRADUAL RELEASE
INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL
Allows instructional flexibility
depending on learner levels and
academic growth needed.

Emphasizes
and models
close reading of
complex texts

Requires students
to participate in
academic discussions,
perform research, and
write to sources
Students practice
specific skills through
performance-based
assessment

6

instructional model

Provides instruction
and guidance in
analysis of multiple
texts within a genre

Supports building knowledge of social
studies, science, or general topic through
reading a multiple-genre Text Set

Recommends
extended
reading practice

Online Text Sets and an
the Online Literature
Library include additional
independent reading
opportunities

Students apply multiple
strategies and skills in
performance-based
assessment and culminating
writing project
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Are your students ready?

INSTRUCTIONAL
MODEL

PART 1:

Today’s competitive landscape requires more from and sets higher
expectations for students in order to be ready for college and
career. Students who need additional support will find built-in
strategies and scaffolding in Parts 1 and 2 of the unit to help them
prepare for the multi-genre Text Set in Part 3.
SETTING EXPECTATIONS
• Introduces the overarching Unit Big Question
2
• Models skills and PART
strategies
in the Close
TEXT
ANALYSIS GUIDED EXPLORATION
Reading Workshop

CHANGING PERSPECTIVES

PART 2:

Every author writes from a particular perspective, or
unique way of seeing the world. The topics a writer
chooses, the details he or she thinks are important, the
connections that build meaning—all of these express
that viewpoint. In turn, an author’s perspective may
change how readers see a topic, helping them to
view a subject in a new way. As you read the texts in
this section, consider the author’s perspective. Think
about what you learn by viewing the topic, however
briefly, through the author’s eyes. Then, consider how
each selection provides a new perspective on the Big
Question for this unit: Is knowledge the same as
understanding?

READINGS IN PART 2
REFLECTIVE ESSAY
On Summer
Lorraine Hansberry (p. 208)

PART 2

Neil Postman
(p.EXPLORATION
218)
TEXT ANALYSIS
GUIDED

CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
PERSUASIVE ESSAY
Libraries Face Sad READINGS IN PART 2
Chapter

TEXT ANALYSIS

Every author writes from a particular perspective, or
unique way of seeing the world. The topics a writer
chooses, the details he or she thinks are important, the
connections that build meaning—all of these express
that viewpoint. In turn, an author’s perspective may
change how readers see a topic, helping them to
view a subject in a new way. As you read the texts in
this section, consider the author’s perspective. Think
about what you learn by viewing the topic, however
briefly, through the author’s eyes. Then, consider how
each selection provides a new perspective on the Big
Question for this unit: Is knowledge the same as
understanding?

Lorraine Hansberry (p. 208)

EXPOSITORY ESSAY
The News
Neil Postman (p. 218)

EXEMPLAR TEXT

• Introduces vocabulary
◀ CRITICAL VIEWING From what point of view is this
• Provides a model for Close Reading

REFLECTIVE ESSAY
On Summer

Pete Hamill (p. 232)

• Builds knowledge and focus for the selection

scene presented? From what other points of view could
this subject be presented? What might be visible from
those other points of view that is not visible in this image?

EXPOSITORY ESSAY
The News

◀

SPEECH
I Have a Dream
CRITICAL VIEWING

PERSUASIVE ESSAY
Libraries Face Sad
Chapter
Pete Hamill (p. 232)
EXEMPLAR TEXT

From what point of view is this
scene presented? From what other points of view could
this subject be presented? What might be visible from
those other points of view that is not visible in this image?

Martin Luther King, Jr.
(p. 242)

SPEECH
I Have a Dream

Martin Luther King, Jr.
(p. 242)

CLOSE READING TOOL
Use the Close Reading Tool to
practice the strategies you learned
in this Unit.

CLOSE READING TOOL
PART 2 • Changing Perspectives 201

Use the Close Reading Tool to
practice the strategies you learned
in this Unit.
LIT15_SE09_U2P2_OP.indd Page 201 19/03/13 5:10 PM gg8
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instructional model

MODEL ACTIVITIES
Read

Key Ideas and Details

As you read this speech, take note of the annotations that model ways to
closely read the text.

Reading Model

“I Am An American Day Address” by Learned Hand1
We have gathered here to affirm a faith, a faith in a common purpose, a
common conviction, a common devotion. Some of us have chosen America as
the land of our adoption; the rest have come from those who did the same.
For this reason we have some right to consider ourselves a picked group, a
group of those who had the courage to break from the past and brave the
dangers and the loneliness of a strange land. What was the object that nerved
us, or those who went before us, to this choice?2 We sought liberty; freedom
from oppression, freedom from want, freedom to be ourselves. This we then
sought; this we now believe that we are by way of winning. What do we
mean when we say that first of all we seek liberty?2 I often wonder whether
we do not rest our hopes too much upon constitutions, upon laws and upon
courts. These are false hopes; believe me, these are false hopes. Liberty lies in
the hearts of men and women;3 when it dies there, no constitution, no law,
no court can save it; no constitution, no law, no court can even do much to
help it. While it lies there it needs no constitution, no law, no court to save it.
And what is this liberty which must lie in the hearts of men and women?2 It is
not the ruthless, the unbridled will; it is not freedom to do as one likes. That
is the denial of liberty, and leads straight to its overthrow. A society in which
men recognize no check upon their freedom soon becomes a society where
freedom is the possession of only a savage few; as we have learned to our
sorrow.
What then is the spirit of liberty? I cannot define it; I can only tell you my
own faith. The spirit of liberty is the spirit which is not too sure that it is right;
the spirit of liberty is the spirit which seeks to understand the minds of other
men and women; the spirit of liberty is the spirit which weighs their interests
alongside its own without bias;4 the spirit of liberty remembers that not even
a sparrow falls to earth unheeded; the spirit of liberty is the spirit of Him
who, near two thousand years ago, taught mankind that lesson it has never
learned, but has never quite forgotten; that there may be a kingdom where
the least shall be heard and considered side by side with the greatest.5 And
now in that spirit, that spirit of an America which has never been, and which
may never be; nay, which never will be except as the conscience and courage
of Americans create it;6 yet in the spirit of that America which lies hidden in
some form in the aspirations of us all; in the spirit of that America for which
our young men are at this moment fighting and dying; in that spirit of liberty
and of America I ask you to rise and with me pledge our faith in the glorious
destiny of our beloved country.

1 Brief research reveals that Learned
Hand was a highly respected judge
during the mid-twentieth century.
He gave this speech in 1944, during
World War II, before a ceremony
in which people officially became
American citizens.

Craft and Structure
2 Hand uses three questions to
frame his argument: First, why
people come to the U.S.; second,
what it means to “seek liberty”:
and finally, what liberty means. This
structure methodically walks the
listener through his ideas.

Key Ideas and Details
3 By dismissing the role of the law
and placing liberty “in the hearts” of
his listeners, Hand starts to present
his central idea: Words promising
liberty in the U.S. legal system are
meaningless unless citizens dedicate
themselves to that ideal.

Integration of Knowledge
and Ideas
4 The repetition and parallelism in
this sentence emphasize that each
idea is equally important to Hand’s
definition of liberty.

Craft and Structure
5 Researching these phrases shows
they are Biblical allusions. “Not
even a sparrow falls” refers to
Jesus’s statement that every action
is willed by God. “Him” is Jesus,
who said that, in heaven, all people
are equal.

Integration of Knowledge
and Ideas
6 This parallel construction suggests
liberty and America are synonymous,
or the same. Hand sums up his
argument: the perfect “spirit of
liberty” does not exist, but it should
remain an ideal for all Americans.

PART 1 • Close Reading Workshop 191
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Use the Close Reading
Tool for an interactive
whiteboard activity or
for individual practice.

Strategies are color-coded
and align to the College
and Career Readiness
Anchor Standards.
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Students develop
specific skills
and strategies
for successful
independent
reading in one
particular genre.

In fact, my earliest memory of anything at all is of waking up
in a darkened room where I had been put to bed for a nap on a
summer’s afternoon, and feeling very, very hot. I acutely disliked the
feeling then and retained the bias for years. It had originally been a
matter of the heat but, over the years, I came actively to associate
displeasure with most of the usually celebrated natural features
and social by-products of the season: the too-grainy texture of sand;
the too-cold coldness of the various waters we constantly try to
escape into, and the icky-perspiry feeling of bathing caps.
It also seemed to me, esthetically1 speaking, that nature had
got inexcusably carried away on the summer question and let
the whole thing get to be rather much. By duration alone, for
instance, a summer’s day seemed maddeningly excessive; an
utter overstatement. Except for those few hours at either end of it,
objects always appeared in too sharp a relief against backgrounds;
shadows too pronounced and light too blinding. It always gave me
the feeling of walking around in a motion picture which had been
too artsily-craftsily exposed. Sound also had a way of coming to the
ear without that muting influence, marvelously common to winter,
across patios or beaches or through the woods. I suppose I found it
too stark and yet too intimate a season.
My childhood Southside summers were the ordinary city kind,
full of the street games which other rememberers have turned into
fine ballets these days and rhymes that anticipated what some
people insist on calling modern poetry:

Vocabulary ▶
aloofness (ß lØf» nßs)
n. emotional distance
melancholy
(mel» ßn käl« è) adj.
sad; gloomy

Author’s Style
How would you describe
Hansberry’s tone as she
explains her childhood
feelings about summer?
◀ Vocabulary
bias (bì» ßs) n.
mental leaning or
inclination; partiality

duration (doo rà» §ßn)
n. the time that a thing
continues or lasts

Author’s Style
What effect does the use
of the made-up word
“artsily-craftsily” create?

Oh, Mary Mack, Mack, Mack
All dressed in black, black, black
With the silver buttons, buttons, buttons
All down her back, back, back

I

t has taken me a good numberShe
of years
come
to any
measure
askedto
her
mother,
mother,
mother
of respect for summer. I was, being
May-born,
literally
an “infant
For fifteen
cents, cents,
cents
To seechildhood
the elephant,
elephant,
elephant
of the spring” and, during the later
years,
tended,
Jumpworship
the fence,
fence,
for some reason or other, to rather
the
coldfence
aloofness
Well,lingering
he jumped
so high,
high,the
high
of winter. The adolescence, admittedly
still,
brought
he touched the
sky, sky, sky all
traditional passionate commitment ’Til
to melancholy
autumn—and
And he didn’t come back, back, back
that. For the longest kind of time I simply thought that summer was
’Til the Fourth of Ju-ly, ly, ly!
a mistake.

208 UNIT 2 • Is knowledge the same as understanding?

Evenings were spent mainly on the back porches where screen doors
slammed in the darkness with those really very special summertime
sounds. And, sometimes, when Chicago nights got too steamy, the
whole family got into the car and went to the park and slept out in the

Comprehension
Identify one thing the
author dislikes about
summer.

1. esthetically (es thet» ik lè) adv. artistically.
LIT15_SE09_U2P2_S1.indd Page 208 07/03/13 7:32 AM gg-011

Explicit instruction
and scaffolds help all
students access, analyze,
and comprehend a
complex text.
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Text Sets: The Heart of the Story
Part 3 focuses on the independent application of skills and strategies to
multi-genre Text Sets. The scaffolded supports of Part 2 are removed
and students interact with texts in an authentic reading environment that
mirrors college, work, and life.

PART 3:

TEXT SETS
• Focus on
multiple genres
• Drive academic
discussions

ANCHOR
TEXT

ANCHOR
TEXT

• Generate
knowledge
through text
• Build social
studies and
science content
knowledge
The Anchor Text
is of the same
genre studied
in Parts 1 and 2.
Grades 11–12
are a collection
of text sets.
Grade 8, Unit 1

10

Grade 9, Unit 3

instructional model

As students read, they develop insights on a topic. They then participate
in academic discussions, perform research, and construct meaningful
responses citing text evidence.

ANCHOR
TEXT

Grade 10, Unit 2

Grade 11—The American Experience, Unit 2

11

Build Close Reading Strategies
Rigorous Close Reading Activities follow each selection. Students develop
the systematic and analytical habits of strong readers by applying the
strategies they learned in the Close Reading Workshop.

Read.

Discuss.

Close Reading Activities

DISCUSS
From Text to Topic Debate
Debate the following passage with your classmates. Clearly state your ideas and
support them with evidence from the text.

READ

DISCUSS

Comprehension

From Text to Topic Debate

But in the event that the Congress shall fail to take one of these two courses,
and in the event that the national emergency is still critical, I shall not evade the
clear course of duty that will then confront me.
I shall ask the Congress for the one remaining instrument to meet the crisis—
broad executive power to wage a war against the emergency as great as the
power that would be given me if we were in fact invaded by a foreign foe.

QUESTIONS FOR
DISCUSSION:
1. What is Roosevelt’s
in this passage?

2. What image of a le
does Roosevelt proje
this passage?

3. Do you think listener
at the time found the
message of a “war”

the following passage with your classmates. Clearly state your
ideastoan
the emergency
be
Reread all or part of the text to help you answer
Research: Clarify Details This speech Debate
may
comforting or disturb
support them with evidence from the text.
the following questions.
include references that are unfamiliar to you. Choose
WRITE
at least one unfamiliar detail and briefly research it.
1. What is the occasion and purpose of this speech?
But in the event
that to
theSources
Congress
shall fail toText
take one of these two courses,
Writing
Argumentative
Then,
explain
how
the information you learned from
DEVELOPING
INSIGHT
I
THE
GREAT
DEPRESSION
2. According to Roosevelt, what are the “common
and in the event that the national emergency is still critical, I shall not evade the
research sheds light on an aspect of the speech.
Assignment
difficulties” he and his audience face?
clear course of Write
dutya persuasive
that willessay
then
confront me.
First Inaugural
in which you analyze and evaluate Roosevelt’s
Address
Summarize Write an objective
summary of the
Literary Analysis
DEVELOPING
of charged, orfor
emotionally
loaded,
language in this
speech. Cite at least
I shall ask theuseCongress
the one
remaining
instrument
to meet the crisis—
3. On whom does Roosevelt Reread
placethethe
largest blame INSIGHT I THE GREAT DEPRESSION
two examples of his use of charged words and discuss the appropriateness
identified passages. Then, respond to the questions that follow.
speech. Remember that an objective summary
is free
broad
executiveofpower
to
wage
a
war
against the emergency as great as the
such language given the occasion and purpose of the speech.
for the Great Depression? Focus Passage 1 (pp. 285–286)
Passage 2 (p. 286)
from Focus
opinion
and evaluation.
power that would be given me if we were in fact invaded by a foreign foe.
our distress . . . the ancient truths.
Happiness lies not . . . it cannot live.
First Inaugural
Prewriting and Planning Reread the speech, looking for passages in which
4. What does Roosevelt say isYetthe
“greatest primary
Address
Roosevelt uses words designed to stir listeners’ emotions. Record your notes.
Literary
Analysis
Key
Ideas
and
Details
Key
Ideas
and
Details
task” facing the nation?
Drafting Select an organizational structure for your essay. Most persuasive
1. According to Roosevelt, why should Americans be
1. (a) According to Roosevelt, what is the source of
writing follows order of importance organization. State your claim in a thesis
the to
identified
Then,
to the questions
follow.
“thankful”
evenCongress
in therespond
midst of their troubles?
happiness?that
(b) Interpret:
For Roosevelt, what
5.Reread
According
Roosevelt,passages.
how
should
SPEECH I ANCHOR TEXT

SPEECH I ANCHOR TEXT

Franklin Delano Roosevelt

284 UNIT 2 • Is knowledge the same as understanding?
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Franklin Delano Roosevelt

284 UNIT 2 • Is knowledge the same as understanding?

WRITE

LIT15_SE09_U2P3_S1.indd Page 284 3/7/13 11:25 AM gg-034

lesson must Americans learn from the “dark days”

2. (a) Interpret: Who are the “rulers of the exchange
respond to the crisis?
of the Depression? Explain.
of mankind’s goods”? (b) Analyze: According to
Focus Passage 1 (pp. 285–286)
Focus
Passage 2 (p. 286)
Roosevelt, how have these people failed the country?
Craft and Structure

Craft
and Structure
Yet our distress . . . the ancient
truths.

Language Study

2. (a) Distinguish:
Identify
in the passage
Happiness
lies not
. .phrases
. it cannot
live. in

3. (a) Trace references to the “unscrupulous money
changers” through the passage. (b) Connect: To
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statement, and then organize your ideas in the order that best supports that claim.

• Most to Least Important Present your most convincing support first to
capture the audience’s attention.
Writing to Sources
Argumentative Text
• Least to Most Important Begin with your least important point

which d, s, p, or b sounds repeat at the beginnings
of nearby words. (b) Interpret: In what ways

and build your argument, unleashing the most convincing support at
the end.

In your draft, cite specific examples from the speech to support your points.
this use of alliteration affect how readers
Assignment
Biblical event do these references allude? Key might
Key IdeasVocabulary
and DetailsThewhat
Ideas
and
DetailsExplain.
Selection
following
passages
2. (a) hear
Identify
a synonym
could have used
and remember
the passage?Roosevelt
(c) Analyze: What comparison is Roosevelt
Revising Rearrange sentences or paragraphs as needed to strengthen the

CONVENTIONS
A passage that suppor
your argument may inc
more information than
necessary to your purp
Identify the relevant
portions of the passag
and use ellipsis points
indicate text you have
eliminated.

Write aofpersuasive
essay in which you analyze and evaluate Roosevelt’s
3.place
(a)According
Which
does
in the
making
through
this
allusion?
logical flow of your essay. Delete any sentences that do not contribute to your
1. According
Roosevelt,
why
should
Americans
1.in(a)
toRoosevelt
Roosevelt,
what
is the
appear
in “FirsttoInaugural
Address.”
Define
eachExplain.be
ofwords
fantastic.
(b)repeat
What
aspects
of source
America’s
focus passage, either in whole or in a related
main or
idea.emotionally
Also, be sure that you
have included
sufficient and
support Cite at least
4. (a) Interpret: The president refers to the “temple”
use
of charged,
loaded,
language
inconvincing
this speech.
“thankful”
in the
of their
happiness?
(b)What
Interpret:
For
Roosevelt,
what
boldfaced
word.even
Then,
use midst
theof word
inWhat
a troubles?
sentence
economic
problems
does
the
word
fantastic
form? (b) Analyze:
key
ideas do
these
in the form of evidence from the text.
civilization.
tone, or attitude toward his
two days”
examplesEditing
of his
of charged
words and discuss the appropriateness
words accentuate? Explain.
topic, is signaled by this term? (b) Analyze: Cite
anduse
Proofreading
Check your spelling and punctuation as you
lesson
must
Americans
learn
from
the
“dark
of2.your
own.
emphasize
that
the
synonym
does
not?
(a) Interpret:
Who are the two
“rulers
of
the
exchange
other examples of Roosevelt’s diction that
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
prepare the
final draft.
particular, use and
colons, purpose
semicolons, and
of such language
given
theInoccasion
ofellipses
the correctly,
speech.
contribute to that tone. Explain your choices.
of
the
Depression?
Explain.
especially when quoting from the text.
4. (a)
Summarize:
What
is Roosevelt’s
message from the speech.
of mankind’s
goods”?
(b) Analyze:
According
to
• I am
certain that
my fellow-Americans
expect that
Conventions
Read
this
passage
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas

about the importance of wealth over other values?

how have
these
peopleWhat
failed
the
country?
Analyze:
Why might such
a message be
Craft(b) and
Structure
onRoosevelt,
my induction
into the
Presidency
I does
willRoosevelt
address
Identify
the
predicate
nominatives.
Then, explain how
5. Connect:
believe about the
particularly powerful at this point in history?
292 UNIT
2 • Is knowledge
the same as
understanding?
Prewriting
and
Planning
Reread
the
speech, looking for passages in whi
role of leaders in society? Explain, citing details
them with
candor and a decision
which the
the
author’s
use of predicate
nominatives
helps
create
2. (a)
Distinguish:
Identify phrases
in the
passage
in
Craft
and aStructure
from the text.
situation
of ourtonation
impels.
parallelism
and
strengthens
therepeat
message
ofRoosevelt
the text. uses words designed to stir listeners’ emotions. Record your notes.
which d,
s, p,
or b sounds
at the
beginnings
3.present
(a) Trace
references
the “unscrupulous
money
Persuasive Appeals
Drafting
Select an organizational structure for your essay. Most persuasive
of nearby words. (b) Interpret: In what
ways
• Action
in thisthrough
image and
this endtypes
is Connect:
feasible
changers”
the to
passage.
To
There are three(b)
of persuasive appeal:
3. The Great Depression: (a) Cite two examples of
writing
follows order of importance organization. State your claim in a thesis
the
way
touse
recovery.
It each
is the
immediate
way.
might
thisuse
of alliteration
affect how
readers
ethos, or the
appeal towe
the speaker’s
expertise and It is
Roosevelt’s
of
pathos.
(b) For
example,
under
formsevent
of
government
which
have
whatthe
Biblical
do
these
references
allude?
Reading
Activities
and
Discussions
require
credibility;
logos, or the appealmeasure
to reason and logic; comprehension,
explain what the emotional message
is and why
statement, Academic
and then organize
your ideas in the
order that best supports that cla
It ishear
the
strongest
assurance
that
the recovery
and
remember
passage?
Explain.
inherited
from our
ancestors.
and pathos, is
or the
appeal to emotion.
it would
appeal
to audiences inthe
the midst
of the
(c) Analyze:
What
comparison
Roosevelt
Great Depression.
will endure.
Literary
Analysis
thinking
skills.
to listenPresent
to others,
integrate
1. (a) In
the beginning of thedevelops
speech, what does critical
•the
Moststudents
to Least Important
your most
convincing support first
making
through
this days
allusion?
Explain.
3.
(a)
Which
words
does
Roosevelt
repeat
in
• We
face the
arduous
that
lie
before
us
in
the
the president say about how he will speak to the
Common Core
capture
the audience’s
attention.
people? (b) Explain how this is an appeal to ethos,
State
Standardseither in whole or in a related
focus
passage,
knowledge
and
ideas,
and
support
warm
courage
of
national
unity.…
4. (a) Interpret: The president
refers to the “temple”
or to the president’s authority and trustworthiness.
ELACC9-10RI1.,
RI.9-10.1,
RI.9-10.2,
ELACC9-10RI2.,
RI.9-10.3, RI.9-10.4,
ELACC9-10RI3.,
RI.9-10.5,
ELACC9-10RI4.,
RI.9-10.6,
ELACC9-10RI5.,
RI.9-10.9, RI.9-10.10;
ELACC9-10RI6.,
L.9-10.4.a,
form?
(b)RI.9-10.8,
Analyze:
What
key ideas do these
• Leasttheir
to Most
Important
with your least important point
2. (a)
What
information
does Roosevelt
of civilization.
What
tone,
orfollowing
attitude
toward
his provide
Diction
and Style
Study
the
excerpt
from
ELACC9-10RI8.,
L.9-10.4.c,
L.9-10.4.d,
ELACC9-10RI9.,
L.9-10.5.b,ELACC9-10RI10.;
L.9-10.6
points
withBegin
evidence.
about the “common difficulties” the nation faces?
ELACC9-10L4a.,
ELACC9-10L4c.,
ELACC9-10L4d.,
[For
full accentuate?
standards Vocabulary
wording,
see the chart
in the front of
Academic
words
Explain.
and build your argument, unleashing the most convincing support at
topic, is Then,
signaled
by this
Analyze:
this
textbook.]
ELACC9-10L5b.,
ELACC9-10L6.
the speech.
answer
the term?
questions
(b) Explain(b)
how that
this list follow.
of realitiesCite
is an appeal to
[For full standards wording, see the chart in the front of
logos—to listeners’ ability to think and reason.
this book.]
the end.
two other examples of Roosevelt’s
diction that
Integration
of Knowledge
and
Ideas
The
following
words
appear in blue
in the
instructions
contribute
to that to
tone.
Explain
yourtaxes
choices.
PART
Close
Reading
291
In your draft, cite specific examples from the speech to support your points.
Values
have shrunken
fantastic
levels;
and
questions
on3 •the
facing
page.
4. (a)
Summarize:
What
isActivities
Roosevelt’s
message
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have risen; our ability
to pay has fallen,
Integration
of Knowledge
andgovernment
Ideas
of all kinds is faced by serious curtailment of

5. Connect: What does Roosevelt believe about the
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Revising Rearrange sentences or paragraphs as needed to strengthen the
trace
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(b) Analyze: Why might such a message be
logical flow of your essay. Delete any sentences that do not contribute to your
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instructional model

Read. Discuss. Research. Write.
Close Reading Activities have students Read, Discuss, Research,
and Write to apply what they have learned and allow them to develop
insight. These are the types of performance tasks students will be
required to do on next generation assessments and these are also the
types of good reading habits needed to live literate lives.

Research.

Write.
DISCUSS
From Text to Topic Debate
DISCUSS

Debate the following passage with your classmates. Clearly state
your ideas
QUESTIONS
FOR and
DISCUSSION:
to Topic Debate
support themFrom
withText
evidence
from the text.
1. What is Roosevelt’s tone
Debate the following passage with your classmates. Clearly state your ideas and

tone

in this passage?

support them with evidence from the text.

eader
ect in

2. What image of a leader

Roosevelt project in
But in the event
the
shall
of these twodoes
courses,
But inthat
the event
thatCongress
the Congress shall
fail tofail
take to
one take
of these one
two courses,
this passage?
and in the event that the national emergency is still critical, I shall not evade the
and in the event
that the national emergency is still critical, I shall not
3. Doevade
you think the
listeners
clear course of duty that will then confront me.
at the time found the
shall askthat
the Congress
for the one
remaining instrument
clear course of Iduty
will then
confront
me. to meet the crisis—
message of a “war” on
broad executive power to wage a war against the emergency as great as the
emergency
to be
I shall ask the
Congress
one
to meet the
the
crisis—
power
that would be for
given the
me if we
wereremaining
in fact invaded byinstrument
a foreign foe.
comforting or disturbing?
broad executive power to wage a war against the emergency as great as the
power that would
WRITEbe given me if we were in fact invaded by a foreign foe.

rs
e
” on
e
bing?

Writing to Sources Argumentative Text

WRITE

QUESTIONS FOR
DISCUSSION:
1. What is Roosevelt’s
in this passage?

2. What image of a le
does Roosevelt proj
this passage?

3. Do you think listene
at the time found th
message of a “war
the emergency to b
comforting or distur

Assignment
Write a persuasive essay in which you analyze and evaluate Roosevelt’s
use of charged, or emotionally loaded, language in this speech. Cite at least
two examples of his use of charged words and discuss the appropriateness
of such language given the occasion and purpose of the speech.

Writing to Sources Argumentative Text

Prewriting and Planning Reread the speech, looking for passages in which
Roosevelt uses words designed to stir listeners’ emotions. Record your notes.

Assignment
Drafting Select an organizational structure for your essay. Most persuasive

writing follows essay
order of importance
organization.
State your claim
in aevaluate
thesis
Write a persuasive
in which
you analyze
and
Roosevelt’s
statement, and then organize your ideas in the order that best supports that claim.
use of charged,
or toemotionally
insupport
this speech.
Cite at least
• Most
Least Importantloaded,
Present yourlanguage
most convincing
first to
capture
the
audience’s
attention.
two examples of his use of charged words and discuss the appropriateness
• Least to Most Important Begin with your least important point
of such language
given
occasion
and
purpose
ofsupport
the speech.
and build
your the
argument,
unleashing
the most
convincing
at

the end.

CONVENTIONS
A passage that supports

rts
clude
is
pose.

your argument may include
Prewriting Revising
and Planning
Reread
theasspeech,
looking
in than
which
Rearrange sentences
or paragraphs
needed to strengthen
the for passages
more information
is

ge
to

in the form of evidence from the text.
Drafting Select
an organizational structure for your essay. Mostandpersuasive
use ellipsis points to
Editing and Proofreading Check your spelling and punctuation as you

In your draft, cite specific examples from the speech to support your points.

logical flow of your essay. Delete any sentences that do not contribute to your
necessary to your purpose.
Roosevelt uses
words designed to stir listeners’ emotions. Record
your notes.
Identify the relevant
main idea. Also, be sure that you have included sufficient and convincing support
portions of the passage
indicate text you have

prepare
the final
In particular, use
colons, semicolons, State
and ellipses
correctly,
writing follows
order
of draft.
importance
organization.
your
claimeliminated.
in a thesis
especially when quoting from the text.
statement, and then organize your ideas in the order that best supports that claim.

• Most to292Least
Important
Present
your most convincing support first to
UNIT 2 •
Is knowledge the same
as understanding?
capture the audience’s attention.
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• Least to Most Important Begin with your least important point
and build your argument, unleashing the most convincing support at
Writing to Sources emphasizes textthe end.
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Research opportunities help
students clarify details and validate
their arguments.
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based
responses
In your draft,
cite specific
examplesand
fromdevelops
the speech tohabits
support your points.

making
strong
arguments.
Revisingfor
Rearrange
sentences
or paragraphs
as needed to strengthen the
logical flow of your essay. Delete any sentences that do not contribute to your
main idea. Also, be sure that you have included sufficient and convincing support
in the form of evidence from the text.

Editing and Proofreading Check your spelling and punctuation as you
prepare the final draft. In particular, use colons, semicolons, and ellipses correctly,
especially when quoting from the text.

CONVENTIONS
A passage that suppo
your argument may in
more information than
necessary to your purp
Identify the relevant
portions of the passag
and use ellipsis points
indicate text you have
eliminated.
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Read More, Learn More
The ultimate goal is to help your students become confident,
independent, and successful readers. Part 4 encourages students to read
on their own. Challenge your students and inspire them to explore new
authors, genres, topics, and texts of increasing complexity.

PART 4:

DEMONSTRATING INDEPENDENCE
• Recommend extended readings
• Connect to the unit’s overarching big idea
Recommended Readings include a balance of genres, in print and online.

Online Text Sets are provided for
independent reading at the end of each unit.

14

Students can apply the Close Reading
Strategies they’ve learned.

ENGAGE. MOTIVATE. INSPIRE.
Pearson Literature helps students read, comprehend,
and interact with complex texts. Opportunities for
extended reading beyond Part 4 and the Online
Text Sets encourage students to read on their
own. Pearson offers a rich collection of fiction and
nonfiction novels you can use in the classroom or
assign to students for independent reading.

Online Text Sets
provide extended
readings in a digital
environment.

instructional model

Create Life-Long Learners

Prentice Hall Novel Collection
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Fixed to Flexible
Built-in flexibility for the Instructional Model, lesson planning, and
digital delivery allows you to personalize learning for your students
and maximize your time teaching.

FLEXIBLE PATHWAYS
The Instructional Model provides differentiated instruction and gives you the power
to map your own course through each unit or follow the embedded gradual release
model to meet your students’ needs. Make learning accessible for ALL.

BELOW
LEVEL

PART 1

PART 2

PART 3

PART 4

SETTING
EXPECTATIONS

TEXT ANALYSIS
GUIDED EXPLORATION

TEXT SET
DEVELOPING INSIGHT

DEMONSTRATING
INDEPENDENCE

PART 3

PART 4

PART 3

PART 4

PART 1

PART 2
Optional

ON
LEVEL
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PART 1

PART 2

Optional

Optional

ABOVE
LEVEL

PART 1

PART 2

PART 3

PART 4

ELL

PART 1

PART 2

PART 3

PART 4

flexibility

FLEXIBLE DELIVERY
HTML 5 design responsive formats allow you
to access content on different devices.
17

From Your Whiteboard
to the World

18

flexibility

KMZ VIRTUAL
LITERATURE TOURS
Make learning come alive
and relevant for students
with virtual tours of
important real-world
literary settings and
locations. Interactive,
virtual 3D tours engage and
motivate your entire class.

“

You could not do this
and you could not do
that. They forced Father
out of his business. We
had to wear yellow
stars. I had to turn in
my bike.

”

The Diary of Anne Frank,
Act II

Use videos and multimedia
resources to engage students.
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Personalize and Customize
with a Click
Pearson Realize™ is a new online destination for your Pearson
Literature digital curriculum, resources, assessments, and data. Flexible
classroom management tools give you an amazing amount of freedom
and control.

YOU HAVE THE POWER
Quickly and simply rearrange
and add content to make it
your own.
• Rearrange content
• Upload your own content
• Add links to online media
• Edit resources and assessment

20

flexibility

Teacher Resources including videos and editable
worksheets are available at point-of-use for easy
lesson planning and presentation.

The Online Literature Library provides additional texts that you can
use to customize your curriculum and make your own Text Sets.

Robust Digital Tools and Resources
provide the ultimate Instructional Flexibility

Assign engaging
background videos
and interactive
practice to students
21

Differentiated Instruction
Your Teacher’s Edition is easy-to-use and has all the instructional support
you need to help your students with reading, writing, and vocabulary or to
extend learning. Look for point-of-use support for every learner—in every
lesson. Comprehensive targeted resources and practice activities can be
assigned online to groups or individual students.

SPEECH I ANCHOR TEXT

TEXT SET • DEVELOPING INSIGHT I The GreaT Depression

P

First Inaugural
Address
Franklin Delano Roosevelt

resident Hoover, Mr. Chief Justice, my friends:
This is a day of national consecration,1 and I am certain
that my fellow-Americans expect that on my induction into the
Presidency I will address them with a candor and a decision which
the present situation of our nation impels.
This is pre-eminently the time to speak the truth, the whole
truth, frankly and boldly. Nor need we shrink from honestly facing
conditions in our country today. This great nation will endure as it
has endured, will revive and will prosper.
So first of all let me assert my firm belief that the only thing we
have to fear is fear itself—nameless, unreasoning, unjustified terror
which paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into advance.
In every dark hour of our national life a leadership of frankness
and vigor has met with that understanding and support of the people
themselves which is essential to victory. I am convinced that you will
again give that support to leadership in these critical days.
In such a spirit on my part and on yours we face our common
difficulties. They concern, thank God, only material things. Values
have shrunken to fantastic levels; taxes have risen; our ability to pay
has fallen, government of all kinds is faced by serious curtailment of
income; the means of exchange are frozen in the currents of trade;
the withered leaves of industrial enterprise lie on every side; farmers
find no markets for their produce; the savings of many years in
thousands of families are gone.
More important, a host of unemployed citizens face the grim
problem of existence, and an equally great number toil with little
return. Only a foolish optimist can deny the dark realities of the
moment.
Yet our distress comes from no failure of substance. We are
stricken by no plague of locusts.2 Compared with the perils which
our forefathers conquered because they believed and were not afraid,
we have still much to be thankful for. Nature still offers her bounty
and human efforts have multiplied it. Plenty is at our doorstep, but a
generous use of it languishes in the very sight of the supply.
Primarily, this is because the rulers of the exchange of mankind’s

◀ candor
(kan» dßr) n. sharp

honesty or frankness
in expressing oneself

1. consecration (kän« si krà» §ßn) n. dedication to something sacred.
2. plague of locusts According to Exodus 10:3–20, the plague of locusts was one of ten
plagues inflicted by God on the Egyptians as punishment for enslaving the Israelites.

◀ President Frankin D. Roosevelt delivering his first inaugural address, 1933
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Text Complexity Rubrics provide
specific, understandable, qualitative and
quantitative information to help you
prepare students for the selection.
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Reader and Task Suggestions offer critical
scaffolding and support to help learners at
all levels.

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Activate Prior Knowledge

• Below Level

This speech was given by Martin Luther
King, Jr., on August 28, 1963, as part of
the March on Washington. He spoke to
more than 250,000 people in Washington,
D.C.The people came to Washington to show
their support for the American civil rights
movement.1
In his speech, King tells the people that he
has a dream for a better America.
King dreams that all people will have
the freedom stated in the Declaration of
Independence.
King hopes that the sons of slaves and the
sons of slaveholders will someday be equal.
King dreams that even the state of
Mississippi will be a land of freedom and
justice for everyone.

Think of what you already know
about Martin Luther King, Jr. Why
does the United States honor this
civil rights leader with a national
holiday every year?

Reading Skill
One persuasive technique is
using language that appeals to
people’s emotions. Reading
aloud can help you recognize
words and phrases that appeal to
emotions. Read the bracketed
passage. What feelings do you
get from the dream that King
talks about in this passage?

♦

♦

• English Learners
• Spanish speaking Students
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♦

I have a dream that my four little children
will one day live in a nation where they will not
be judged by the color of their skin but by the
content of their character.
♦

♦

“The Most Dangerous Game” by Richard Connell

Vocabulary Warm-up Word Lists
Study these words from “The Most Dangerous Game.” Then, complete the activities.

♦

Word List A

King continues his speech by expressing
his hope and dream. He uses a reference
from the Bible to help express his dream
What two groups of people does
offail
a peaceful
world
in which all people are
But in
the event that the Congress shall
to take one
of these
King hope will someday be
treated equally. King says that faith will bring
two courses,
and in the
equal? Underline
the event
text thatthat the national emergency is still
brotherhood and freedom to America.
critical, tells
I shall
you. not evade the clear course of duty that will then
Reading Check

Developing insight
8

♦
♦
♦
confront me.
I shall ask the Congress for the one remaining
to when all of God’s children
This willinstrument
be the day
meet the crisis—broad executive powerwill
to wage
a war
the new meaning “My
be able
toagainst
sing with
emergency as great as the power that country
would be given
if wesweet
were land of liberty, of thee
’tis ofme
thee,
in fact invaded by a foreign foe.
I sing. Land where my fathers died, land of the
For the trust reposed in me I will return the courage and the
devotion that befit the time. I can do no less.
◀ arduous
We face the arduous days that lie before us in the warm courage
(är» jØ ßs) adj.
of national unity; with the clear consciousness of seeking old and
8
difficult; laborious
precious moral values; with the clean satisfaction that comes from

© Pearson Education

1. American civil rights movement a movement by people in the 1950s and 1960s that challenged the laws that

Franklin Delano Roosevelt

2. Craft and Structure Point out
that the paragraph consists of a
single sentence. Ask: What adjectives in this paragraph create a
strong, hopeful tone? How does
the structure of the long sentence
enhance this hopeful tone?

◀ arduous
(är» jØ ßs) adj.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
(1882–1945)

Franklin Delano Roosevelt had a relatively easy life until
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to this illness. He was twice
elected governor of New

Strategy for Less Proficient Readers
Enrichment
for Advanced
York; then, in 1932, he
defeated President Herbert
Hoover to becomeReaders

Have students choose partners with whom
Have
students
one WPA
the nation’s thirty-second
president.
Rooseveltresearch
won an unprecedented
four project.
terms as president. Ask them to find out how many people were
to read part of Roosevelt’s speech. Students
On March 4, 1933, newly elected President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
can break the speech into short sections
and
employed in the project and what the project
delivered his inaugural address to a nation close to despair. The Great
alternate sections as they read. Have Depression
them had weighed
produced.
Encourage students to share their
down American life for more than three years.
help one another pronounce difficultAmericans
wordssat by theirfindings
the
classaddress,
via a aposter,
written
radios to hearwith
the new
president’s
speech
or check a dictionary for pronunciation.
report, or multimedia presentation.
he hadAt
written himself.
Roosevelt led the nation through two great challenges: the Great
the end of each section, ask partners toFranklin
sumDepression and World War II. The war was almost over when the president
marize what they have read. Then, ask
small
died in 1945.
groups to prepare choral readings of parts of
the speech, such as the last five paragraphs of
the text.
PART 3 • First Inaugural Address
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Have students choose partners with whom
to read part of Roosevelt’s speech. Students
can break the speech into short sections and
alternate sections as they read. Have them
help one another pronounce difficult words
or check a dictionary for pronunciation. At
the end of each section, ask partners to summarize what they have read. Then, ask small
groups to prepare choral readings of parts of
the speech, such as the last five paragraphs of
the text.

3. Integration of Knowledge
and Ideas
Ask: Based on this passage, is
Roosevelt’s approach to facing
the Great Depression realistic,
idealistic, or both? Explain.
Possible response: This passage suggests that Roosevelt’s
approach to facing the Great
Depression is both realistic and
idealistic. He acknowledges that
the days ahead will be “arduous,”
but he also expresses deep faith
in the inherent goodness and
nobility of American people.

PART 3 • First Inaugural Address 289
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Enrichment for Advanced Readers

Have students research one WPA project.
Ask them to find out how many people were
employed in the project and what the project
produced. Encourage students to share their
findings with the class via a poster, written
report, or multimedia presentation.

grisly [GRIZ lee] adj. horrible in an extreme way
Movies that show a lot of blood are too grisly for me to watch.
particularly [pahr TIK yoo ler lee] adv. to a great degree
All my relatives are fun, but I particularly like my oldest cousin.
superstition [soo per STI shuhn] n. irrational but deep-seated belief
It may be a superstition, but I think my four-leaf clover brings me luck.
vivid [VIV id] adj. very bright; very clear
The sky was a vivid blue, with not a cloud in sight.

Word List B
apprehensive [ap ree HEN siv] adj. worried about what may happen
After three lost games, everyone is apprehensive about this one.
enthusiastically [en thoo zee AS tik lee] adv. with great interest
She is so popular that everyone responds enthusiastically to her ideas.
inspiration [in spuh RAY shuhn] n. sudden bright idea
Inventors often start with an inspiration that comes out of the blue.
jagged [JAG id] adj. sharp and uneven
The thought of a shark’s jagged teeth near me in the water is terrifying.
obstacle [AHB stuh kuhl] n. something or someone in the way
If you give up too soon, you become an obstacle to your own success.
postponing [pohst POHN ing] v. putting off until later; delaying
We are postponing our trip because we will have more time next month.
precision [pri SIZH uhn] n. exactness or accuracy
Precision is key in making clocks to ensure they tell the right time.
trait [TRAYT] n. quality or characteristic of a person or an animal
The trait I like best in cats is their independence.
Unit 2 Resources: Short Stories

© Pearson Education, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Vocabulary Reading
Warm-up exercises
prepare all students to
read complex texts.

Differentiated Instruction Notes in the Teacher’s Edition
provide strategies at point of use.
• Less Proficient Students
• Advanced Students
• Special Needs Students
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• Gifted & Talented Students
PART 3 • First Inaugural Address 289
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consideration [kuhn sid uh RAY shuhn] n. thoughtful concern for others
Please show consideration and do not talk during the movie.

• English Learners

289

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION
Strategy for Less Proficient Readers

complicated [KAHM pli kay tid] adj. having many parts; complex
The report was complicated and required a great deal of research.

(“in the warm courage … with
the clear consciousness … with
the clean satisfaction”) creates a
strong, forward-moving rhythm
that adds to the hopeful, motivating tone.
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acknowledge [ak NAHL ij] v. to admit something is true or real
After our defeat, we had to acknowledge that we were not a strong team.
bewilderment [bee WIL der ment] n. strong feeling of confusion
Not knowing the customs of a place can create bewilderment.

2. Craftresponse:
and Structure
Pointpasout
Possible
This
that the paragraph consists of a
sage suggests
thatAsk:
Roosevelt’s
single sentence.
What adjectives intothis
paragraph
a
approach
facing
thecreate
Great
strong,
hopeful
tone?
How
does
Depression is both realistic and
the structure of the long sentence
idealistic.
Hethis
acknowledges
enhance
hopeful tone? that
the days
ahead
will be Adjectives
“arduous,”
Possible
responses:
as “warm,”
“clear,”
“prebut hesuch
also
expresses
deep
faith
“clean,” and “stern” conin thecious,”
inherent
goodness and
vey a strong yet hopeful attitude.
nobility
American
Theof
parallelism
in thepeople.
sentence

difficult; laborious

he was stricken with polio at age 39. Ironically, Roosevelt
DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION
realized his potential as a leader only after falling victim
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ding?

Answer: He is describing a people full of hope.

Possible responses: Adjectives
such as “warm,” “clear,” “precious,” “clean,” and “stern” convey a strong yet hopeful attitude.
The parallelism in the sentence
(“in the warm courage … with
the clear consciousness … with
the clean satisfaction”) creates a
strong, forward-moving rhythm
Developing insight
that adds to the hopeful, motivating tone.
8 Close Reading
3. Integration of Knowledge
1. Key Ideas and Details Ask a
and Ideas
student to read aloud the passage. Ask:
Roosevelt
describing
Ask: Based
onIsthis
passage,
is
a people full of hope or full of
Roosevelt’s
approach to facing
despair in this passage?
the Great
Depression realistic,
Answer: He is describing a peoidealistic,
orofboth?
ple full
hope. Explain.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
offer, pledging that the larger purposes will bind

But in the event that the Congress shall fail to take one of these
cred obligation with a unity of duty hitherto
two courses, and in the event that the national emergency is still
e of armed strife.
critical, I shall not evade the clear course of duty that will then
taken, I assume unhesitatingly the leadership of
confront me.
(1882–1945)
our people, dedicated to a disciplined attack upon
I shall ask the Congress for the one remaining instrument to
ems.
meet
the life
crisis—broad
executive power to wage a war against the
Franklin Delano Roosevelt had a relatively
easy
until
age and to this end is feasible under
the forms
of with polio at age 39. Ironically,
emergency
as great as the power that would be given me if we were
he was
stricken
Roosevelt
we have inherited from our ancestors.
in fact invaded by a foreign foe.
realized his potential as a leader only after falling victim
n is so simple and practical that it is possible
For the trust reposed in me I will return the courage and the
to this illness.
He was twice elected governor
New
raordinary needs by changes in emphasis
and
devotionofthat
befit the time. I can do no less.
ut loss of essential form.
WeHerbert
face theHoover
arduoustodays
that lie before us in the warm courage
York; then, in 1932, he defeated President
become
constitutional system has proved itself
the mostthirty-second president. Roosevelt
of national
unity;
with the clear consciousness
of seeking old and
the nation’s
won
an unprecedented
four
8
political mechanism the modern world has
precious moral values; with the clean satisfaction that comes from
terms as president.
et every stress of vast expansion of territory, of
the stern performance of duty by old and young alike.
Delano Roosevelt
ter internal strife, of world relations. .On
. . March 4, 1933, newly elected President
We aimFranklin
at the assurance
of a rounded and permanent national life.
nder my constitutional duty to recommend
Weclose
do not
deliveredthe
his inaugural address to a nation
to distrust
despair.the
Thefuture
Greatof essential democracy. The people of
ricken nation in the midst of a stricken
world may
the life
United
Statesthan
have three
not failed.
In their need they have registered a
Depression
had weighed down American
for more
years.
mandate that they want direct, vigorous action.
Americans sat by their radios to hear the They
new have
president’s
address, a speech
or such other measures as the Congress may
asked for discipline and direction under leadership.
he hadmy
written himself.
erience and wisdom, I shall seek, within
They have made me the present instrument of their wishes. In the
hority, to bring to speedy adoption. Franklin Roosevelt led the nation through
spirit oftwo
the great
gift I take
it.
challenges:
the Great
In almost
this dedication
of a the
nation
we humbly ask the blessing of God.
Depression and World War II. The war was
over when
president
May He protect each and every one of us. May He guide me in the
died in 1945.
days to come.

Close Reading

1. Key Ideas and Details Ask a
student to read aloud the passage. Ask: Is Roosevelt describing
a people full of hope or full of
despair in this passage?

treated
people unequally.
the stern performance of duty by old and
young
alike.
We aim
assurance
a rounded and permanent national life.
230at the
Adapted
Reader’sofNotebook
We do not distrust the future of essential democracy. The people of
the United States have not failed. In their need they have registered a
mandate that they want direct, vigorous action.
They have asked for discipline and direction under leadership.
They have made me the present instrument of their wishes. In the
spirit of the gift I take it.
In this dedication of a nation we humbly ask the blessing of God.
May He protect each and every one of us. May He guide me in the
days to come.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

flexibility

Reader’s Notebooks add flexibility with
instruction tailored for specific needs.

I Have a Dream

TAKE NOTES
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• Culturally Responsive Instruction

23

Supporting English Learners
Pearson Literature provides support, lesson planning, and teaching suggestions to
help English Learners reach their full potential.

PART 1

Model expectations

PART 2

Spend more time on skills and vocabulary

PART 3

Assign a portion of the Text Set

PART 4

Extended Readings are optional

The program’s gradual release instructional model enables ALL English
learners to build understanding of concepts and vocabulary and master close
reading strategies needed to be able to read complex texts on their own.
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The passage below is from Lorraine Hansberry’s essay “On Summer.”
On Summer
The annotations to the right of the passage show ways in which you
can use close reading skills to identify the main idea and details and
analyze the author’s style.
CLOSE READING MODEL
s knowledge the same as understanding?

guided exploration

xplore the Big Question as you read “On Summer.” Take notes
bout the details Hansberry uses to support her changing understanding
f summer.

The passage below is from Lorraine Hansberry’s essay “On Summer.”
The annotations to the right of the passage show ways in which you
can use close reading skills to identify the main idea and details and
analyze the author’s style.

Vocabulary ▶
aloofness (ß lØf» nßs)
n. emotional distance
melancholy
(mel» ßn käl« è) adj.
sad; gloomy

I

from “On Summer”

Main Idea

any measure of respect for summer.1 I was, being
May-born, literally an “infant of the 1
spring” and,

other, to ratherof
worship
cold aloofness and,
May-born, literallyreason
an or“infant
thethe spring”
Author’s Style
of winter. The adolescence, admittedly lingering still,

2 Some of the author’s diction, including
during the later childhood
years,
tended,
some
brought the traditional
passionate
commitment for
to
“May-born” and “rather worship,” is

melancholy autumn—and all that.2 For the longest
mistake.

bias n. mental leaning or
indication; partiality

old-fashioned and formal. However, the
phrase “and all that” is modern slang.
This mix of old-fashioned and modern,
and formal and informal, creates a tone
that is serious but not heavy or grave.

reason or other, tokindrather
worship
of time I simply
thought thatthe
summercold
was a aloofness

Craft and Structure: Author’s Style
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1 Hansberry begins the essay with a
direct statement:
It took her “a good
Vocabulary
If students
number of years”
torequire
findsupport
“anywithmeasure
selection vocabulary, use this routine:
of respect” for
summer.
These
1. Write
the following
words details
and
definitions on the board:
suggest that she will discuss her changing
aloofness n. emotional distance
attitudes toward
summer.
melancholy
adj. sad; gloomy

any measure of respect for summer. I was, being
during the later childhood years, tended, for some
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1 Hansberry begins the essay with a
direct statement: It took her “a good
number of years” to find “any measure
of respect” for summer. These details
suggest that she will discuss her changing
attitudes toward summer.

It has takennumber
me a good number
years to come
It has taken me a good
ofofyears
toto come to

The main, or central, idea is the key message, insight, or opinion
expressed in a work of nonfiction. In some works, the author states
his or her central idea directly. In other works the author suggests the
central idea but does not state it explicitly. Supporting details help to
develop the main idea by giving more information about it. These details
may include facts, statistics, quotations, or anecdotes. Authors use
supporting details to connect one idea to another, creating a continuous
line of reasoning or thinking that supports and proves the main idea.

I

t has taken me a good number of years to come to any measure
of respect for summer. I was, being May-born, literally an “infant
of the spring” and, during the later childhood years, tended,
for some reason or other, to rather worship the cold aloofness
of winter. The adolescence, admittedly lingering still, brought the
traditional passionate commitment to melancholy autumn—and all
that. For the longest kind of time I simply thought that summer was
a mistake.

208 UNIT 2 • Is knowledge the same as understanding?

t has taken me a good number of years to come to any measure
of respect for summer. I was, being May-born, literally an “infant
of the spring” and, during the later childhood years, tended,
for some reason or other, to rather worship the cold aloofness
of winter. The adolescence, admittedly lingering still, brought the
traditional passionate commitment to melancholy autumn—and all
that. For the longest kind of time I simply thought that summer was
a mistake.

Main Idea

from “On Summer”

Key Ideas and Details: Main Idea

melancholy
(mel» ßn käl« è) adj.
sad; gloomy

For each class during which you will
teach this selection, have students
complete one of the five Sentence
Modeling activities for Week 8 in
Daily Bellringer Activities. You may
wish to use additional activities that
are applicable to this selection.
LIT15_SE09_U2P2_S1.indd Page 208 07/03/13 7:32 AM gg-011

208 UNIT 2 • Is knowledge the same as understanding?
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CLOSE READING FOCUS

Vocabulary ▶
aloofness (ß lØf» nßs)
n. emotional distance

Daily Bellringer

to be interpreted in different ways

concept (kän´ sept´) n. idea; notion

clarify (klar´ ß fì) v. make
something more clear or
understandable

interpret (in t†r´ prßt) v.
understand or explain the
meaning of a concept or idea

For each class during which you will
teach this selection, have students
Use these words as you complete Big Question activities that involve reading,
complete
one
of theandfive
Sentence
writing,
speaking,
listening.
Modeling activities for Week 8 in
Gather Vocabulary
Knowledge
Daily Bellringer
Activities.
You may Additional Big Question words are listed
below. Categorize the words by deciding whether you know each one well,
wish toknow
useit additional
activities that
a little bit, or do not know it at all.
are applicable to this selection.

2. Consult a dictionary to confirm each word’s meaning. Revise your definitions
aloofness
n. emotional distance

melancholy
adj.
gloomy
3. Using a print
or sad;
an online
dictionary, look up the meanings of the words

if necessary.

do not know.
Then,or
write the meanings.
bias n.you
mental
leaning
4. If a word
sounds familiar but you are not sure of its meaning, consult a
indication;
partiality
dictionary. Then, record the meaning.

duration
n. the time that a
5. Use all of the words in a brief paragraph about knowledge and
thing continues
orChoose
lasts words and phrases that convey your ideas precisely.
understanding.
pretentious adj. grand in a
showy way

melancholy
pretentious

bias
apex

me as understanding?

apex n. highest point; peak

young Hansberry found the sensations
of summer. The use of the childish word
“icky” reinforces the idea that she is
discussing her point of view as a little girl.

to bed for a nap on a summer’s afternoon, and feeling

Main Idea

very, very hot. I acutely disliked the feeling then and

3 This anecdote further develops the
retained the bias for years.3 It had originally been a
author’s main idea. The word “bias”
means
PARTactively
2 • Building Knowledge: On Summer
207 an unfair prejudice. The author
matter of the heat but, over the years, I came
recognizes that her feelings about summer
to associate displeasure with most of the usually
are, at this time in her life, unfair.
DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION

2. Have students say each word
aloud.
3. Use the word in a sentence that
defines the word.

PART 1 • Introducing the Big Question 189

celebrated natural
features and social
by-products of
EL Extended Support—
Extended Support—
L1 L2 Extended Support—
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English Learners

Struggling Readers

Reluctant Readers

the season: the too-grainy
texture
ofstudents
sand;
thethetoo-To build motivation and
Have students complete
the
Have
complete
Reading and Vocabulary
Reading and Vocabulary
engagement before assigning
for this selection
Warm-ups for this selection
the selection, have students
Author’s Style
cold coldness of Warm-ups
various
waters
we
constantly
inthe
the Student
Companion
All- in the
Student
Companion All- try
read “Learning Without a

LIT15_SE09_U2P1_BQ.indd Page 189 3/20/13 11:39 AM gg-034

caps.4

in-One Workbook before they

in-One Workbook before they

Break,” a thematically related

tion in the Reader’s Notebook:
English Learner’s Version.
Then, have students listen to
portions of the selection in
the Student eText or on the
Hear It! CD-ROM.

tion in the Reader’s Notebook:
Adapted Version. Then, have
students listen to portions of
the selection in the Student
eText or on the Hear It!
CD-ROM (adapted text).

the conclusion of the related
selection to guide discussion.

LIT15_TE09_U2P2_S1_BK.indd Page 207 25/03/13 2:06 PM gg-011

TAKE NOTES
The Most Dangerous Game
for English Learners
Vocabulary Builder
Richard Connell
Sanger
Rainsford
is
a
famous
hunter
of
Multiple-Meaning
Words The
provides needed support
big game, or large animals. He and another
word game can mean “an activity
in vocabulary,
language,
or sport that people play for
hunter named Whitney are sailing from
fun.” It can also mean “wild
the United States to South America. They
and
comprehension.
animals that are hunted.” What
will hunt large cats called jaguars in South
Sanger Rainsford is a famous hunter of
big game, or large animals. He and another
hunter named Whitney are sailing from
the United States to South America. They
will hunt large cats called jaguars in South
America. Whitney surprises Rainsford by
showing sympathy for the jaguars.
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Extended Support—
English Learners
EL

Have students complete the
Reading and Vocabulary
Warm-ups for this selection
in the Student Companion Allin-One Workbook before they
read. Assign the prereading
pages and the adapted selection in the Reader’s Notebook:
English Learner’s Version.
Then, have students listen to
portions of the selection in
the Student eText or on the
Hear It! CD-ROM.

Have students complete the
Reading and Vocabulary
Warm-ups for this selection
in the Student Companion Allin-One Workbook before they
read. Assign the prereading
pages and the adapted selection in the Reader’s Notebook:
Adapted Version. Then, have
students listen to portions of
the selection in the Student
eText or on the Hear It!
CD-ROM (adapted text).
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♦

♦

1

♦

“Perhaps the jaguar does,” observed Whitney.
“Bah! They’ve no understanding.”

♦

Read aloud the bracketed
dialogue between Rainsford and

“Even so, I rather think they understand one
Whitney. Read one character’s
“Don’t talk rot,1 Whitney,” said Rainsford.
thing—fear. The fear of pain and the fear of
dialogue while a partner reads
death.”
the other character’s dialogue.
“You’re a big-game hunter, not a philosopher.
“Nonsense,” laughed Rainsford. “This hot
Then, switch roles with your
partner.
weather
is
making
you
soft,
Whitney.
Be
a
Who cares how a jaguar feels?” realist. The world is made up of two classes—
Fluency Builder
the hunters
and the huntees. Luckily, you and
“Perhaps the jaguar does,” observed
Whitney.
Vocabulary Builder
I are the hunters.”
Read aloudHomophones
the bracketed
A homophone
“Bah! They’ve no understanding.”
is a word that has the same
dialogue
between
Rainsford and
They pass Ship-Trap Island. Whitney
tells
pronunciation as another word
“Even so, I rather think they understand
one
Rainsford that all of the sailors fear theWhitney.
place.
but a different
and
Read
onespelling
character’s
Whitney goes to bed. Then, Rainsford hears
meaning. Both the verb see and
thing—fear. The fear of pain and the
fear
of
the noun a
seapartner
are pronouncedreads
dialogue while
gunshots from the island. He goes to the
SEE. See means “notice things
ship’s rail to see better. It is dark. He strains
death.”
the
other
character’s
dialogue.
with the eyes.” Sea means “a
to get a good view of the island. Then a rope
large area of salty water.” Use the
knocks hishot
pipe from his mouth. He tries
to
“Nonsense,” laughed Rainsford. “This
Then,
switch
roles with your
words see and sea in a sentence
catch it, but he falls into the sea.
describes what happens in
partner. that
weather is making you soft, Whitney. Be a
the last paragraph on this page.
realist.
The world
is made up of two classes—
PART
2 • Building
Knowledge:
On Summer
207
Get
up-to-date
the hunters and the huntees. Luckily, you and
Vocabulary Builder
Professional
Development
I are the hunters.”
Everyday Words
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Extended Support—
Struggling Readers
L1 L2

♦

Vocabulary Builder

Multiple-Meaning Words The
word game can mean “an activity
or sport that people play for
fun.” It can also mean “wild
animals that are hunted.” What
does game mean in the first
paragraph?

does game mean in the first
“Don’t talk by
rot, Whitney,” said Rainsford.
America. Whitney surprises Rainsford
“You’re a big-game hunter, not a philosopher.
paragraph?
showing sympathy for the jaguars.
Who cares how a jaguar feels?”
Fluency Builder
♦

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION

TAKE NOTES

Richard Connell

“too-cold”—are distinctive. The repetition
emphasizes how overwhelming the
young Hansberry found the sensations
of summer.
use
of theOnchildish
word
PART 2 •The
Building
Knowledge:
Summer 207
“icky” reinforces the idea that she is
discussing her point of view as a little girl.

Part 2 provides close reading models
and strategies for comprehension.
PART 2 • Building Knowledge: On Summer 207

TERATURE/G9/XXXXXXXXXX_
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The Most Dangerous Game
The Reader’s Notebook

4 Hansberry’s adjectives—“too-grainy,”
read. Assign
prereading
read. Assign
the prereading
selection in Reality Central.
to escape into, and
thetheicky-perspiry
feeling
of bathing
pages and the adapted selecpages and the adapted selecThen, use the questions at

Extended Support—
Reluctant Readers

To build motivation and
engagement before assigning
the selection, have students
read “Learning Without a
Break,” a thematically related
selection in Reality Central.
Then, use the questions at
the conclusion of the related
selection to guide discussion.

© Pearson Education

aloofness
duration

statistics

pretentious adj. grand in a

“too-cold”—are distinctive. The repetition

4

sources

research

duration n. the time that a

caps.
waking up in a darkened
room where I had beenemphasizes
put how overwhelming the

he words below are critical to understanding the text that follows. Copy
he words into your notebook. Which word is a synonym for prejudice?

senses/sensory

instinct

Language
4.c. Consult general and
specialized
reference
materials,
ELACC9-10L4c.
Consult
both
print
digital, to find
general
andand
specialized
the
pronunciation
of a word or
reference
materials…both
determine
or clarify
its precise
print and digital,
to find
the
meaning,
its part
speech,
pronunciation
of aofword
or or
its
etymology.
determine
or clarify its precise
meaning….
4.d. Verify the preliminary
determination
of the
meaning
ELACC9-10L4d.
Verify
the
of
a word ordetermination
phrase.
preliminary
of the
meaning
ofand
a word
phrase
6.
Acquire
use or
accurately
(e.g., by checking the
inferred
grade-appropriate
general
meaning in
context
or in a
academic
and
domain-specific
dictionary).
words and phrases, sufficient
for
reading, writing,
speaking,
ELACC9-10L6.
Acquire
and use
and
listening
at theacademic
college
accurately
general
and career
readiness words
level; and
domain-specific
demonstrate
phrases…. independence
in gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering
a word or phrase important to
comprehension or expression.

Then,the
do the
following: words and
1. Write
following
1. Write on
the definitions
of the words you know.
definitions
the board:

3

Vocabulary

insight

fact

If students
require support with
information
selection vocabulary, use this routine:

thing continues or lasts
Author’s Style

of winter. The adolescence,
admittedly lingering still,
In fact, my earliest memory of anything at all is of

connection

Vocabulary
feeling

way
2 Some of theshowy
author’s
diction, including
waking up in a darkened room where I had been put
brought the traditional
passionate commitment to
apex n. highest point; peak
“May-born” and
“rather worship,” is
to bed for a nap on a summer’s afternoon, and feeling
• Diction: the specific word choices the author makes
Main Idea
2. Have students say each word
2 feeling then and
very, very hot. I acutely
disliked the
• Syntax: the arrangement of words in sentences
3 This anecdote further developsold-fashioned
the
For the longest
melancholy autumn—and
all that.
aloud. formal. However, the
and
retained the bias for years. It had originally been a
Individual words carry various shades of meaning, as well as different
author’s main idea. The word “bias”
3. Use the word in a sentence that
levels of formality and complexity. Because of these nuances, an kind of time I simply
an unfair prejudice. The author
phrase “and alldefines
that”
modern slang.
matterthought
of the heat but, that
over the years,
I came actively
summer
was ameans
the is
word.
recognizes that her feelings about summer
author’s diction and syntax are a key part of his or her unique style.
to associate displeasure with most of the usually
are, at this time in her life, unfair. This mix of old-fashioned and modern,
These literary elements also contribute to the author’s tone, or attitude
celebrated natural features and social by-products of
mistake.
toward the audience or subject. An author’s tone may express any
the season: the too-grainy texture of sand; the tooand formal and informal, creates a tone
attitude—from playful to vicious—that a human being can feel.
Author’s
Style
coldness of the various waters we constantly try
In fact, my earliestcold
memory
of anything at all is of
that is serious but not heavy or grave.
4 Hansberry’s adjectives—“too-grainy,”
to escape into, and the icky-perspiry feeling of bathing

An author’s style is his or her unique way of using language.
Elements that contribute to an author’s style include the following:

ELACC9-10SL1b.
1.b.
Work with peers
Work
to with
set
rules for
peers
to set
collegial
rules discussions
for collegial
discussions
and
decision-making,
and decisionclear goals
making…clear
and
deadlines, goals
and individual
and
deadlines,
roles
as needed.
and individual
roles as needed.
Language

comprehend (käm´ prè hend´) v.
ambiguous (am big´ yØ ßs) adj.
guided
exploration
having more than one meaning; able understand

Daily Bellringer
CLOSE READING MODEL

Speaking and Listening

Acquire and Use Academic Vocabulary Academic vocabulary is the
language you encounter in textbooks and on standardized tests. Review the
definitions of these academic vocabulary words.

On Summer

nowledge

34

Common Core
State Standards

Vocabulary

flexibility

Part 1 includes explicit
vocabulary instruction.

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
videos from experts
They pass Ship-Trap Island. Whitney tells
and authors with
EL and
Rainsford
that all of the sailors fear the place.
goes to bed. Then, Rainsford hears
differentiatedWhitney
instruction
gunshots from the island. He goes to the
teaching suggestions.
ship’s rail to see better. It is dark. He strains
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philosopher (fi LAH suh fer) n. a deep thinker
realist (REE uh list) n. someone who sees the world as it really is

1. rot nonsense.

to get a good view of the island. Then a rope
knocks his pipe from his mouth. He tries to
catch it, but he falls into the sea.
♦

♦

♦

Homophones A homophone
is a word that has the same
pronunciation as another word
The Most Dangerous Game 91
but a different spelling and
meaning. Both the verb see and
the noun sea are pronounced
SEE. See means “notice things
with the eyes.” Sea means “a
large area of salty water.” Use the
words see and sea in a sentence
that describes what happens in
the last paragraph on this page.
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A New Chapter in
Writing and Research
Writing is tied directly to Reading. Writing is a demonstration of students’
understanding and a synthesis of the skills they practice as they read. Pearson
Literature reflects this in all writing instruction throughout the program.

WRITING MODES

WRITING PROCESS WORKSHOP

The Close Reading Workshop uses a model
to introduce the unit’s writing mode.

The Workshop includes explicit instruction,
annotated models, and a focus on research
for the featured writing mode.

• Argumentative
• Informative/Explanatory
• Narrative

Writing Process
Write an Argumentative Text
Argument: Response to Literature
Defining the Form A formal response to literature gives you an
opportunity to present and defend your interpretation of a literary work.
Like any argument, a response to literature requires you to develop a
MODEL: Jeff
Rutherford, Broken Arrow, OK
logical line of reasoning and to support your ideas STUDENT
with strong,
persuasive
evidence. You will use elements of argumentative writing
in nearly
everyZaroff
Characterization
of General
What lies at the heart of a refined man? In Richard Connell’s short story
subject you study in school, as well as in many careers.
”The Most Dangerous Game,” the deranged, yet cunning and elegant
General Zaroff shares his taste for hunting with an unsuspecting visitor.

Assignment Write a response to a work of literature
that
engages
you
Although
he is civilized
in his dress and
habits,as
Zaroff’s beliefs reveal a
murderous mind behind the illusion of a charming, charismatic man.
a reader. Include these elements:
When we first encounter General Zaroff, our initial reaction is one of
delight and admiration for his wealth and charm. Zaroff lives in a massive

castle, feasts on the finest delicacies,
wears expensive clothes. His
✓ an analysis of the work, including its content, organization,
and and
style

The title indicates that the
essay will focus on a single
character.

Jeff uses vivid language
to state his thesis clearly.

luxurious surroundings and lifestyle reflect a highly civilized, eloquent, and
proper gentleman. As readers soon learn, however, there is more to Zaroff

✓ a thesis statement or precise claim that expresses
your
interpretation
than food
and elegance.
Beneath Zaroff’s fine qualities lies an overwhelming attitude of
of the work
arrogance. This attitude comes from his firm belief that his way of thinking
is superior to that of the average person. Zaroff also fancies himself a

phenomenal hunter:and
“My hand
✓ inclusion of a counterclaim, or alternate interpretation,
a was made for the trigger,” he claims. It is
this deadly mixture of arrogance, superior hunting skills, and belief that it
is natural for the strong to prevail over the weak that makes him disregard
discussion of why it is less convincing than yours
the value of human life.
Zaroff’s extreme beliefs lead him to conclude that only the intelligent

✓ textual evidence that supports your interpretation
mind of a human being can provide him with the dangerous game he

Direct quotations provide
evidence for this understanding of Zaroff.

desires. Rationalizing that “the weak were created to please the strong,”
he chooses to hunt humans instead of animals. Unfortunately, Rainsford
steps into this situation. The major conflicts in “The Most Dangerous
Game” demonstrate what happens during such an inhumane hunt.

✓ a logical organization, including a conclusion that follows from and
supports your claim
However, the general’s arrogance and disregard for human life blind

him to the fear and desperation of his prey. His attitude leads to his own

✓ a formal style and objective tone appropriate for
the
demise
at the purpose
hands of Rainsford,and
his prey. The characterization of Zaroff
as a murderer hiding behind a mask of civility shows that beneath even
the most beautiful rose can lie a sharp and deadly thorn.
audience

Jeff concludes his response
with an illuminating
analogy that neatly
summarizes his analysis.

✓ error-free grammar, including correct use of colons when introducing
lists or quotations
To preview the criteria on which your response to literature may be judged,
see the rubric on page 119.

FOCUS ON RESEARCH

118 UNIT 1 • Is conflict necessary?

When you write a response to literature, you might perform research to
LIT15_SE09_U1P2_WS.indd Page 118 3/6/13 10:32 AM gg-034

• find other works by the same author to perform a comparison.
• find criticism written by the author to learn about his or her
opinions on writing.

READING-WRITING
CONNECTION
To get a feel for responses
to literature, read the
excerpt from Nothing to
Fear: Lessons in Leadership
from FDR by Alan Axelrod
on page 294.
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• locate critical writings about the author to gain additional insights.
Be sure to note all resources you use in your research, and credit
those sources in your final drafts. See the Citing Sources pages in the
Introductory Unit of this textbook for additional guidance.
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112 UNIT 1 • Is conflict necessary?
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evidence

Pearson

EssayScorer is an online tool that automatically grades
students’ essays and provides immediate feedback for
revising and improving their writing.
SummaryScorer measures comprehension by
analyzing students’ summaries of nonfiction texts.

Pearson

WRITING TO SOURCES

RESEARCH PROJECTS

WRITING ASSESSMENT

Close Reading Activities
require students to draw
evidence from the text.

Students conduct both short,
focused research and long-term
research with every selection.

Students’ skills and strategies
converge through text analysis and
the construction of formal responses
in the Assessment: Synthesis.

DEVELOPING INSIGHT I CONFORMITY

Writing to Sources: Argumentative Text
Conformity and Conflict The related readings in this section present a
range of ideas about conformity and difference. They raise questions, such as the
following, about the values of individuality and community:

RESEARCH
Research Investigate the Topic

• What does it mean to be an individual?

Cultural Attitudes Toward Conformity Most of Doodle’s family members
treat him gently because of his physical differences. His brother, however, treats
him as if he is no different from anyone else. Attitudes toward physical or mental
differences vary over time and across cultures. For example, in the United States,
left-handedness was once considered to be a problem that needed correction. In
some cultures, however, left-handedness is considered to be a sign of wisdom.

• Is it the need to be an individual or the need to conform that most often leads
to conflict? Why?

• How important is it to be like other people or part of a larger group?

• Is conformity ever positive? If so, under what circumstances?
Focus on the question that intrigues you the most, and then complete the
following assignment.

Assignment

PREPARATION

Assignment
Conduct research to find out how people born with physical or mental
differences have been treated in various cultures or eras. Consult firsthand
accounts, such as diaries and memoirs. Take clear notes and carefully
identify your sources so that you can easily access the information later.
Share your findings in an informal speech or presentation for the class.

You may use the knowledge
you gain during this
research assignment to
support your claims in an
essay at the end of this
section.

Gather Sources Locate authoritative print and electronic sources. Primary
sources, such as letters, journals, diaries, or memoirs, provide authentic firsthand
information. These types of sources convey the writers’ experiences and feelings
in a direct and immediate way. You may also want to use secondary sources, such
as news articles. Look for sources that feature expert authors and up-to-date
information.

Take Notes Take notes on each source, either electronically or on note cards.
Use an organized note-taking strategy.

• Label each note with its main idea. You may have several notes per
• You will probably want to quote directly from primary sources in order
to capture the writers’ attitudes. Remember to use quotation marks in
those instances.
• Record source information to use in citations.

Write an argumentative essay in which you state and defend a claim about
the values of individuality or conformity. Build evidence for your claim by
analyzing the presentation of individuality and conformity in two or more
texts from this section. Clearly present, develop, and support your ideas with
examples and details from the texts.

INCORPORATE
RESEARCH

The research you have
done in this section may
provide support for your
position. Review the notes
you took and incorporate
any relevant facts or details
Sequence your ideas and evidence. Present your ideasyour
in a essay.
logical sequence.
Prewriting and Planning Use details from your chart to support each point youintopresent.
Make sure the
Choose texts. Review the texts in theevidence
section toyou
determine
whichdirectly
ones you
willideas you want to express.
select relates
to the
cite in your essay. Select at least two that will provide strong material to support
Address counterclaims. Strong argumentation takes differing ideas into
your argument.
account and addresses them directly. As you order your ideas, build in sections in
Gather details and craft a working which
thesis,you
or explain
claim. Use
a chartopinions
like the or
one
opposing
differing interpretations. Then, write a
shown to develop your claim. Though thoughtful,
you may refine
or change your
ideas to
as those
you counterclaims.
well-supported
response
write, the working version will establish a clear direction.
Frame and connect ideas. Write an introduction that will grab the reader’s
Consider
Focus Question: How important is attention.
it to be like
other beginning
people? with a compelling quotation or a detail. Then, write
a strong conclusion that ends your essay with a clear statement. Use transitional
Text
Passage
words and phrases toNotes
link the sections of your essay in a way that clarifies
relationships among your ideas and evidence.
“The Scarlet
It was bad enough having an
narrator places huge
Ibis”
invalid brother, but [a mentally
importance on conformity
deficient one] was Revising
unbearable, so
I Editing
and shows a childish lack
and
began to make plans
to killcontent.
him.
of compassion
Review
Make
sure that your claim is clearly stated and that you have

Drafting

from “Blue
Nines and
Red Words”

supported
with convincing
from the texts. Underline main ideas in your
Thinking of calendars
alwaysitmakes
positive evidence
feelings come
essaynumbers
and confirm that
each
one is differences
supported. Add more proof as needed.
me feel good, all those
from
author’s
and patterns in oneReview
place. style. Revise to cut wordy language. Check that you have found the

clearest,
simplest
way to communicate
your ideas. Omit unnecessary words and
Example Claim: It takes more maturity
to accept
individuality
than it does to
replace vague words with better choices that clearly state what you mean.
demand conformity.

CITE RESEARCH
CORRECTLY
Follow accepted
conventions to cite all
sources you use in your
essay. See the Citing
Sources pages in the
Introductory Unit for
additional guidance.

Prepare counterarguments. For each point you intend to make to support
your claim, note a possible objection to it. Plan to include the strongest of these
counterclaims in your essay: introduce and
supply evidence to Rubric
refute them.
Self-Evaluation
Use the following criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of your essay.

Synthesize Multiple Sources Assemble data from your sources and
organize it into a cohesive presentation. If you mainly consulted primary sources,
use what you learned from those particular writers to draw conclusions about
how their cultures view physical and mental differences. Use your notes to
construct an outline for your presentation. Create a Works Cited list to distribute
at the end of your presentation. See the Citing Sources pages in the Introductory
Unit of this textbook for additional guidance.

Organize and Present Ideas Review your outline and practice delivering
your presentation. Be ready to take questions from your audience.
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1
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supports the argument presented
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3

4

Organization Establishes a logical organization; uses words, phrases, and clauses to
link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify relationships among
claims, reasons, and evidence, and between claims and counterclaims

1

2

3

4

Development of Ideas/Elaboration Develops the claim and counterclaims fairly,

1

2

3

4

Language Establishes and maintains a formal style and objective tone

1

2

3

4

Conventions Attends to the norms and conventions of the discipline

1

2

3

4

supplying evidence for each while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both
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Assessments and College
and Career Readiness
Students are expected to develop deeper understanding in order
to lead to higher achievement. Pearson Literature helps you diagnose,
monitor progress, assess—and provide remediation where necessary.
New multi-step tasks and technology-enabled assessments shift the
focus from testing knowledge to measuring understanding.

28

MONITOR PROGRESS

ASSESSMENT: SKILLS

Close Reading Activities can be
used as formative assessments.

Selected Response Items and
Performance Tasks help teachers
measure comprehension and
perform remediation as needed.

assessment

YEAR-LONG ASSESSMENT
Beginning-of-Year Test [ D ]
Mid-Year Test [ S ]
End-of-Year Test [ S ]
UNIT-LEVEL ASSESSMENT
Part 1

Independent Practice Close Reading Activities [ P / F ]
Practice for
Next-Generation
Assessments

Part 2
Selection Close Reading Activities [ P / F ]
Selection Tests [ S ]
Open-Book Tests [ S ]
Assessment: Skills [ P / S / F / R ]
Part 3
Selection Close Reading Activities [ P / F ]
Selection Tests [ S ]
Open-Book Tests [ S ]
Assessment: Synthesis [ P / S / F ]
Part 4
Benchmark Test [ S / R ]

ASSESSMENT: SYNTHESIS
Students draw on their learning
over the course of the unit and
complete Performance Tasks
focused on Speaking and Listening,
Research, and Writing.

KEY
F - Formative
S - Summative
D - Diagnostic

R - Remediation
P - Performance Tasks
29

All the Elements of a Great Story
Flexible. Interactive. Engaging.

eTexts available
to download for
offline use!

Pearson Realize

eText

Grade 6
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Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

Grade 10

The American
Experience

The British
Tradition

Experience

PearsonRealize.com
Provides ALL teacher resources
and student workbooks:

yourself.
PearsonRealize.com
Click on Sign in and use your Pearson Literature
username and password to review content.
If you don’t have a login, please contact your
Pearson Account General Manager.

Close
Reading
Tool

Online
Writer’s
Notebook

• Teacher’s Edition eText
• Student Edition eText
• Daily Bellringer Activities
• Student Companion All-in-One Workbook
• Common Core Companion Workbook
with Answer Key
• Reader’s Notebooks (Adapted, English
Learner, Spanish Version) with Teaching Guide
• Graphic Organizers
• All Program Assessments
• Background Videos in English and Spanish
• Vocabulary Support
• Extended Reading Resources
• Interactive Whiteboard Lessons
• KMZ Virtual Tours

components

TEACHER MATERIALS
Teacher’s Edition
Teacher’s Edition Mobile eText

Additional Novel Lesson Plans
Online Professional Development Center
Hear It! CD-ROM
Reading Kit: Intervention
ExamView ® CD-ROM
Teacher Answer Key CD-ROM
Pearson SourceCheck Plagiarism Checker
Media Studio
STUDENT MATERIALS
Student Edition
Student Edition eText
Close Reading Tool
Online Writer’s Notebook
Online Research Center
Close Reading Notebook
Student Companion All-in-One Workbook
EssayScorer
SummaryScorer
Reader’s Notebooks
REALITY CENTRAL
Student Edition eText
Student Edition Mobile eText
Student Journal
Teaching Guide
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